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Please share this poster, but we ask that you not share the Zoom link via social media.
Suppose you need to schedule several sports practices to allow people who play multiple sports to attend all their
practices. What are all the ways to do this, and how are different ways related? Graph coloring can help! Each sport
corresponds to a node, two sports with overlapping rosters have an edge between their nodes, and times are
represented by colors. A proper coloring is an assignment of colors to nodes so that no two adjacent nodes get the same
color.
In this talk I will introduce the graph coloring problem and related mathematical objects. We'll see a visualization
tool developed by several undergraduates to help us explore structural properties of colorings, and show how symmetry
plays an important role in this problem. I will also talk about why connectivity of the solution space matters for
computational tasks such as sampling. This talk is targeted toward anyone interested in patterns and puzzles!

Sara Krehbiel is an assistant professor in the
department of mathematics and computer science
at Santa Clara University. Her research involves
several areas of math and theoretical computer
science, including data privacy and graph theory.
Outside of work, Sara enjoys hiking, rock climbing,
and exploring the amazing Bay Area.
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